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CARE III (~omputer-~lded ~ellabillty ~stimatl0n, verSlon 
three) 1S a computer program designed to help estlmate the re-
llablllty of complex, redundant systems. Although the program 
car. model a wide variety of redundant structures, it was developed 
speclfically for fault-tolerant avionlcs systems - systems dis-
tlngulshed by the need for extremely reliable p~rformance since a 
system failure could well result in the loss of human life. 
It 1S usually relatively easy to deslgn enough redundancy 
1nto a system to reduce to acceptably small levels the probability 
that lt fails due to lnadequate resources. The dominant cause of 
fallure 1n ultra-reliuble systems thus tends to be due not to the 
exhaust10n of resources but rather to the failure to detect and 
1solate a malfunctioning element before 1t has caused the system 
to take an erroneous action. Such failures are called coverage 
failures. CARE III differs from its predecessors in, among other 
thlngs, the attention given to coverage fa1lure mechanisms. 
The f~rst CARE program, developed at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory ln 1971, provided an aid for estimating the reliab11ity 
of systems consistlng of a combination of any of several standard 
conf1gurations (e.g. standby-replacement configurations, triple-
modular redundant configurations, etc.). CARE II was subsequently 
developed by Raytheon, under contract to the NASA Langley Research 
Center, 1n 1974. It substant~ally generalized the class of redun-
dant configurations that could be accommodated, and included a 
coverage model to determlne the var10US coverage probabilities as 
a functlon of the applicable fault recovery mechanisms (detection 
delay, diagnostic scheduling interval, isolation and recovery 
delay, etc.). 
1 
CARE III further generalizes the class of system structures that 
can be modeled and greatly expands the coverage model to take into account 
such effects as intermittent and transient faults, latent faults, error 
propagat10n, etc. In order to accomplish this, 1t was necessary to 
depart substantially from the approaches taken 1n previous reliabil1ty 
modeling efforts. The mathematical reliability and coverage models 
implemented in CARE III are described in the CARE III PHASE II Report, 
Mathematical Description.* The following section, taken from that 
report, is included here in order to put into context the ensuing pro-
gram maintenance discussion . 
• 
*J. J. Stiffler and L. A. Bryant, CARE III PHASE II Report, 
Mathemat1cal Description, NASA CR-3566, 1982. 
2 
2.0 Mathematical Model Description 
The following paragraphs describe in detail the 
mathematical model as it is implemented in CARE III. The 
system to be modeled is assumed to consist of some number (up 
to 70) stages with each stage composed of one or more 1dentical 
1nterchangeable elements or modules. The modules 1n each stage 
are subJect to up to five user-defined categories of faults. A 
fault 1S characterized in terms of its rate of occurrence and in 
terms of 1tS coverage model parameters. Fault occurrence rates 
w-l 
are constrained to be of the form WAt (i.e., fault distribu-
tions are constrained to be We1bull) with wand A user defined. 
The user can also specify up to five sets of coverage model para-
meters (a, S, p(t), s(t), 8(t), c, PA , PB); each such set defines 
a fault type. (Thus, for example, it is possible to define a 
permanent fault type, a = 0; a transient type, a ~ 0, B = 0; and 
an intermittent a ~ 0, 8 f 0; each hav1ng its own characteristics 
with regard to detectability, error-propagation, etc.) Fault 
category x. then refers to a fault that can affect any module in 
1 
stage x; it is characterized by the parameters A , W , and j 
x X. 
with j a fault-type designator. 1 1 
In addition, the user must specify the number of modules n 
x 
initially available at each stage, the minimum number m needed 
x 
for that stage to function properly, the various combinations of 
stage failures that const1tute a system failure, and the proba-
bilit1es b (v,v) that a specific module in stage x forms a 
xy x y 
cr1tical pair with a specific module in stage y given that v 
x 
stage-x modules and v stage-y modules are known to have failed y 
and are therefore no longer being used.* 
*These last two tasks are both accomplished with relative ease 
through a CARE III user interface incorporating a program called 
FTREE developed by Boeing Aircraft Co. and described in the CARE 
III User's Manual. 
3 
On the basis of this user-supplied lnformation, CARE III 
then determines the system unrellabillty using the equation 
R(t) = 1 - R(t) = L Q,Q,(t) + 2 P,Q,*(t) 
wlth L the set of module failure combinations that would leave 
the system operational in the absence of a coverage failure, L the 
complementary set, P~*(t) the probablllty that the system would 
be in state £ at time t in the absence of a coverage failure, and 
= ~t I L [c (-rl~-t )P t - *(T) (n -t +l)Ay (T)] O y. Y £ Y Y . J - Y J y. 
J 
with 
~ R. (t) = A' (t~~) + a' (t I ~) 
and i = t-c with £ the unit vector denoting a stage-y module. y y 
(2) 
~R,(t) and AjR,(t) are defined in terms of functions r)f the form 
with Pl(t) a measure of the rate at whlch a certaln class of faults 
occurs and P2(T) a function of the interval T between that occur-
rence and the entry of the fault into a particular coverage-model 
state. Since, typically, faults occur at rates no greater than 
4 
one fault every several thousand hours, and since coverage-state 
t1me constants are usually of the order of fractions of seconds 
and rarely exceed a few minutes in duration, Pl(t) is a much more 
slowly varying function of time than is P 2 (T). Thus, to a very 
good approximat1on 
2 
PI (t-1) ~ aCt) + Tb(t) + T c(t) 
over the range of T for which PI (T) 1S not negligibly small, w1th 
a(t), b(t), and c(t) sU1tably defined. Th1S approximation is used 
1n CARE III with a(t), b(t), and c(t) defined to make the approxi-
mation exact at the two end points and at the m1dpoint of the range 
of 1nterest of T. The major advantage of introducing this approxi-
mation is that, with it, 
w1th 
Thus, the convolution can be separated into two parts, one part 
depending only on the reliability-model function PI(t) and the 
other involving only the f1rst three moments of the coverage-model 
function P2(T). Moreover, these moments need be evaluated only at 
those points of time t relevant to the reliability model. This 
sign1ficantly simpl1fies the interface between the coverage and 
reliabil1ty models. 
With these preliminaries, the rellability model functions 
used in CARE III arc itemized in Table 1 and the coverage model 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Definition 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
Probability that a stage-x fault and a 
stage-y fault form a critical pair given 
V known stage-x faults and v known 
sfage-y faults. y 
Probability that a propagated error is 
detected before it causes the system to 
malfunction. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
Probability that a category-x. error has 
not been detected t time unit§ after its 
generation. 
Probability that a category-x. error has 
not yet propagated t time units after 
its generation. 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 































A vector, the components of which indi-
cate the number of faulty elements in 
each stage (! = ••• t
x
' t y ' ••• ). 
t , • 
z 
. . . ) 
Number of stage-x modules that have 
experienced some fault (t = r t ) 
X i xi 
Number of stage-x modules that have 
experienced category-x. faults. 
l. 
Minimum number of units needed for 
stage x to be operational. 
Number of functional stage-x units 
available at time t = O. 
state of operational system after ex-
actly t failures. 
Element survival probability. 
Rate of change of pet) • 
Probability that a system has sustained 
exactly ~ failures and is still opera-
tional at time t. 
Probability that a system has sustained 
exactly ~ failures by time t. 
See Table 1. 
Probability that a fault detected in the 
active state is diagnosed as permanent. 
Probability that a fault detected in the 
benign state is diagnosed as permanent. 
State of system that has failed after 










o (t)/d (t) 
x. x. 
1. l. 


















Probability that a system has sustained 
exactly ~ failures and then malfunctioned 
by time t. 
Probability that a category-x. fault has 
not resulted in an error t tiffie units 
after it has become active. 
Reliability; probability that the system 
is operational at time t. 
Transition rate between states S. and S .. 
l. J 
See Table 1. 
See Table 1. 
State i in a Markov chain. 
State i occupancy probability at time t. 
Rate of change of S. (t) • 
l. 
Stage index. 
Rate of transition from active to benign 
fault states. 
Rate of transition from benign to active 
fault states. 
Rate of detection of type-x. faults t 
~ time units after they become active. 
Rate at which an error caused by a type-
x. fault is propagated follow1ng its gen-
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Rate of occurrence of failures that take 
the system from state Pi to state P1 • 
Rate of occurrence of failures that take 
the system from state Pi to ° 1. 
Transition rate out of state p t " 
L: )~J.*(t) 
. 'I 1 l  _
Rate of occurrence of 
til -1 
(A (t)=tIl A t xi ). 
x. x. x. 
1. ~ 1. 
category-x. faults 
~ 
A vector, the components of which indi-
cate the current number of latent faults 
in each stage (~= • " • llx' lly' • • • ,). 
Error generation rate of a type-xi fault 
t time units after it becomes active. 
Transition rate from system state P1 to 
system state 01 ~1(t) = ~~~t) + ~~~t}}. 
Transition rate from state Pt to state 
01 due to single-fault coverage failures. 












Reliability Model Functions 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
-Ax' (t) 
e 1 PERMANENT 
n R (t) 
i xl 




HL (tlxl ) 






PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE 
x MODULE HAS NOT EXPERIENCED A 
CATEGORY-Xl FAULT BY TIME t 
RELIABILITY OF A STAGE x MODULE 
PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE 
x MODULE HAS A CATEGORY-Xl 
LATENT PERMANENT (TRANSIENT) 
FAULT AT TIME t GIVEN THAT IT 
HAS (NOT) EXPERIENCED A PER-
MANENT OR LEAKY TRANSIENT FAULT 
BY TIME t 
PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE 
x MODULE HAS A LATENT (PERMAN-
ENT) FAULT AT TIME t GIVEN THAT 
IT HAS EXPERIENCED SOME PER-
MANENT FAULT BY TIME t 
FUNCTION 
p(~ ,tl Q. ) 
x x 
C(x1 'Yj) 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Reliability Model Functions 
MATHB1ATICAL EXPRESSION 
p(~y,tlQ. )C(x ,y.)a (t)a (t) 
y 1 J Xi YJ 
'J x~y PERMANENT x 1 'Y J = a (t)a (t) 
x Y x t- y 




x x = y 
~ (n - Q. ) x. = PERMANENT x y y 1 
a (t) y. = TRANSIENT x J 
DEFINITION 
PROBABILITY THAT A SUBSYSTEM 
CONTAINS ~x STAGE x LATENT 
PERMANENT FAULTS GIVEN THAT 
IT HAS ~x STAGE x PERMANENT 
FAULTS 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF xiJYJ-
CRITICAL FAULTS AT TIME t 





D (tl n x y -
l' 
c (tlQ.) y. -
J 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Reliability Model Functions 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
(n -t )~ 
x x y 
a (t) y 
(n - £. ) (~-.{', ) 
x x y y 
Xl = TRANSIENT 
Yj = PERMANENT 
X.,y = TRANSIENT 
1 J 
x t- Y 
x = y 






X. = PERMANENT 1 
(n -£}a (t) Xl = TRANSIENT 
x x xi 
DEFINITION 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF xiY-
CRITICAL FAULTS~ GIVEN ~ 
PERMANENT FAULTS~ THAT WOULD 
BE CREATED AS THE RESULT OF 
A STAGE Y FAULT AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY THAT A CATEGORY Yj 
FAULT WOULD PRODUCE A SYSTEM 
FAILURE AT TIME t GIVEN ~ 
FAULTS AT TIME t 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Reliability Model Functions 
FUNCTION MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
I 
a (t I~) 
PERMANENT 
+ ~ (n - £ ) hF (t I x . ) L.J x X 1 X. 
1 
TRANSIENT 
aB(tlx.)M~(tlx.)+b-B(tlx )M~(tlx ) 
1 B 1 1 D 1 
DEFINITION 
RATE WHICH SYSTEMS HAVING ~ 
FAULTS FAIL AT TIME t DUE TO 
CRITICAL FAULT CONDITIONS 
RATE AT WHICH SYSTEMS HAVING 
~ FAULTS FAIL AT TIME t DUE TO 
ERROR PROPAGATION 
PROBABILITY OF A LATENT CATEGORY 
xi FAULT AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY OF A NON-BENIGN 
LATENT FAULT AT TIME t 
Table 1 (continued) 
Reliability Model Functions 
« 






+ bDF(tlx.,y )mDF(tlx.,y ), ~ J • ~ J 
DEFINITION 
PROBABILITY OF A BENIGN 
LATENT FAULT AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY THAT A CATEGORY Xl 
TRANSIENT FAULT IS DETECTED AS 
PERMANENT 
RATE AT WHICH AN xiYJ-CRITICAL 
FAULT CAUSES SYSTEM FAILURE 
RATE OF ERROR PROPAGATION 





... - - -- ( 
Reliability Model Functions ----------------------------~========~==~~~~~~~---------------------------
FUNCTION 




-A (t) X = DP,L,B,B,F 
x. 
1 
xi = TRANS lENT 
-A (t) R (t) X = L,B,B,F 
x. x 
1 
x. = NON-TRANSIENT 1-
HB (t Ix. ) A (t) X = DF ]. Y
J 
Y. = TRANSIENT 
J 
DEFINITION 
WEIGHT FUNCTIONS USED IN 
CONVOLUTIONAL APPROXIMATION 
(CF. EQUATION 25) 
HB (t I x. ) A ( t) r ( t) X = D F 
1 y. Y 
f(t) - f(O) 
t 
J 
Y. = NON-TRANSIENT 
J 
t = Lt 
r 
( 3 k 2 -1) f ( t) - 2 k 2 [f (t;- : t r) + f ( t -: t r)] + ( k 2 + 1) f ( 0 ) 
(k2-1)t 
3f (t) - 4f (t/2) + f (0) 
t t = kll. t , < t , k even r n 














Table 1 (Contlnued) 
Reliability Model Functions 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
0 t = fit 
r 
f (t) - f(t+~tr) + f(t-~tr) + f (0) 
[t2 _ (fit )2]/2 
r 
t = kflt < t 
r n 
k odd 
f (t) - 2f(t/2) + f(O) t = kflt < t 
t 2/2 r n 
k even 
$ 
f (t) - 2f(t-t /2) + f(t-t ) 
n n 
t > t 
t 2/2 - n 
n 
DEFINITION 
min t = n t
r
, n even, such that Px(t) ~ e 








Single-Fault Model Equations 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION* 
-at (t 





• t HERE IS A MEASURE OF THE TIME SINCE THE ENTRY INTO STATE A. 
DEFINITION 
8-1 TIMES THE PROBABILITY 
INTENSITY OF RE-ENTERING 
STATE A EXACTLY t TIME 
UNITS AFTER THE PREVIOUS 
ENTRY 
PROBABILITY OF BEING IN 
STATE A AT TIME t WHEN 
p = P = 1 A B 
PROBABILITY OF BEING IN 
STATE B AT TIME WHEN 
PA = PB = 1 
PROBABILITY OF BEING IN 
STATE AE OR B~ AT TIME t 







Tanle 2a (Cont~nued) 
S~ngle-Fault Model Equations 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION* 
~ t -at e p(t)d(t) + f CP(t-1)p (T)dT o e 
e-at ~(t)r(t) + S (t cp(t-T)p-(T)d1 
) 0 e 
(l-C) { t P (T) £ (t-T)d1 
) 0 e 
(t (-(a+f3)(t-T») 
c) 0 Pe(T)€: (t-T) f + ae a+ e • dT + p;(t) 
* t HERE IS A MEASURE OF THE TIME SINCE THE ENTRY INTO STATE A. 
DEFINITION 
INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE AE AT TIME t WHEN 
PA = PB = 1 
INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE An FROM ST~TE A AT 
TIME t WHEN PA = PB = 1 
INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE F AT TIME t WHEN 
PA = PB = 1 
INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE AD AT TIME t FOR 




'i' B (t) 




Table 2a (Continued) 
Single-Fault Model Equations 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION* 
* t HERE IS A MEASURE OF THE TIME SINCE THE ENTRY INTO STATE A. 
DEFINITION 
I NTENS I TY OF ENTRY I tno 
STATE BO AT TIME t FOR 
THE FIRST TIME 
PROBABILITY OF HAVING 
ENTERED STATE BD FOR THE 
FIRST TIME AND THEN RE-
fw1AINING IN THE BENIGN 
STATE UNTIL TIME t 
PROBABILITY THAT A FAULT 
HAS BEEN DIAGNOSED AS 
PERMANENT BY TIME t 
FUNCTION RELATING PROB-
ABILITIES AND INTENSITIES 
DERIVED WHEN PA = PB = 1 TO 
THOSE SAME QUANTITIES WHEN 
PA & PB ARE ARBITRARY 
Table 2a (Continued) 
Single-Fault Model Equat10ns 
FUNCTION MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION* 
p (t) + p (t) 
a e 
+ p (t) + p (t) 
a e 
FX(t) with F (t) 
• x 
PERMANENT FAULTS 
P (t) + p ,(t) 
a J e 
TRANSIENT FAULTS 
* t HERE IS A MEASURE OF THE TIME SINCE THE ENTRY INTO STATE A, 
DEFINITION 
PROBABILITY OF BEING IN 
STATE B AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY OF BEING IN 
A NON-BENIGN STATE AT 
TIME t 
PROBABILITY OF A LATENT 
FAULT OR UNDETECTED ERROR 
AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY THAT A FAULT 
HAS BEEN DIAGNOSED AS 




i = 1,2 





~ = 1,2 
j = 3-i 
c 4 (t). 
Table 2b 
Double-Fault Model Equat~ons 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSI0N 
S (t)d (t)r.(t)a.(t) + 
1 J J J 
(l-PA )b.(t) 6 (t)r.(t)a (t) + ~ J J J J 
b (t)d.(t)p.(t)a 
~ J J J 
( t) 
a.(t)b.(t)d (t)r.(t) 
J 1 1 1 
): [cl (t-T)S2(T)b l (T) + 
c 2 (t-T) S 1 (T) b2 (T) ] dT 
DEFINITION 
TRANSITION RATE FROM 
STATE AjB~ TO STATE F 
TRANSITION RATE FROM 
STATE A·B· J ~ TO STATE 
Bl ~2 
INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE F t TIMEUNITS AFTER 
ENTRY INTO STATE BlB2 
INTENSITY OF RE-ENTRY 
INTO STATE B1B2 t TIME 
UNITS AFTER A PREVIOUS 
ENTRY 
Table 2b (Contlnued) 
Double-Fault Model Equations 
FUNCTION MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION DEFINITION 
P3 (t) fl (t) + ~: C3 (t-T)P3(T)dT INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
STATE BlB2 t TI~E UNITS 
AFTER ENTRY INTO STATE 
A2Bl 
PDF (t) c 1 (t) + ~: C 4 (t-T)P3 (T)dT INTENSITY OF ENTRY INTO 
tov STATE F t TIME UNITS tov 
AFTER ENTRY INTO STATE 
A2Bl 
3.0 CARE III Program Modules 
CARE III consists of three 1nterdependent software modules wr1tten ln 
FORTRAN EXTENDED Version 4: 
1) CAREIN - input processor, 
2) COVRGE - coverage model, and 
3) CARE3 - rel1ab1lity model (see Figures 3.0.1 and 3.0.2). 
The followlng sections contain a descript10n sheet for each of the main 
programs, subroutines, and functions which compr1se each of the modules listed 
above. Each routine descr1ption sheet consists of the files, parameters, 
arrays, common areas, externals, and inl1ne functions required by the 
rout1ne. Where appropriate, the mathematlcal funct10ns are included w1th the 
routine that solves them. Afunctional flowchart 1S included for each module, 
and a description of the files, enumerated in the program card of each main 
program, is also included. 
The follow1ng are the execution field lengths for each program com-
pn S1 ng CARE II I. 
MODULE PROGRAM FI ELD LENGTH (Octal) 
CAREIN CAREIN 154000 
COVRGE COVRGE 163700 
CVGPLT 127600 






J CAREIN .,.-, 
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CARE III Functional Flowchart 
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3.1 CAREIN Module 
The CAREIN software module consists of the main program CAREIN 
and several subroutines and functions. A major portio~ of this 
module consists of subroutine FTREE and its related routines de-
veloped by Boeing Aircraft Company and described in the CARE III 
PHASE II Report, User's Manual.* 
The CAREIN module processes user input contained in file 
CREIN and then generates files for modules COVRGE and CARE3. (See 
the CARE III User's Manual for a description of the user input to 
CAREIN.) 
*L. A. Bryant and J. J. Stiffler, CARE III PHASE II Report, 
User's Manual, NASA CR-165864, September 1982. 
27 
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C* * C* TITLE: COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION, VERSION THREE * 
C* ACRONYM: CARE III * 
C* MODEL DESIGN: DR. J.J.STIFFLER * 
C* SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* DATE: MARCH 23,1981 * 
C* DATE EDITED: 4-22-81 * 
C* EDITED BY: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* * C* PURPOSE: CARE III IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE RELIABILITY * 
C* ESTIMATION TOOL FOR FAULT-TOLERANT AVIONICS * 




C FT1SF IS THE SYSTEM MINTERM FILE. 






C* NOTE: 'IDUM' IS A PLACE-HOLDER FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CTRLPRS WHEN 
C* 'IC' IS EQUIVALENCED TO 'KNTMTS' DIMENSIONED TO (10,10,210). 
C 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
BUFBLK 6 
CRTLPRS 4 
EOF REAL 1 










3.1.2 CAREIN Files 
File Name Unit Name Description 












TAPE3 = COVIN, 
TAPE4 = RELIN, 
TAPES = INPUT 
TAPE6 = OUTPUT 
TAPE7 = CREIN 
TAPEB = CREOUT 
TAPEIO, 
coverage definition input file 
generated by this program for 
COVRGE program. 
system definition input file 
generated by this program for 
CARE3 program. 
TAPEll converted for READ*. 
TAPEll = FT1IF, FTREE input. 
TAPE14 = BXYFL, binary critical pair results 
file passed to CARE3 program. 
TAPE15 = FT15F, system minterm file passed to 
CARE3 program. 
TAPE16 = FT16F, fault tree output from system 
fault tree definition. 
TAPE25 = FT2SF, critical pair minterm file. 
TAPE26 = FT26F, fault tree output from critical 
pair fault tree definition(s) • 
t Must be saved and passed to other programs. 
29 
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3.1.3 CAREIN Functional 
Flow Chart 
Defil7 ~ Fau II 
C(Jf("9ori~S. I'("r 
.s-mge 
Des:, Ile Run 7//lJe 
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3.1.4 CAREIN Subrout1nes 
C************************************************************** C 







THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE PROBABILITY OF 
M AT LEAST N. M HAS A MAXIMUM VALUE or 20. 
PROGRAM WILL HANDLE UP TO 10 N"S AND THEN 






















COMPLEMENT OF PROBABILITY 
CALCULATED PROBABILITY FOR EACH MINTERM 
COUNTER AND CONTROLLER 
NUMBER OF TERMS(M) 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF SUCCESS(N) 








C* SUBROUTINE CALC 
C* CALLED BY BINOM 
C 
C* DOES ACTUAL CALCULATION FOR -AT LEAST" CONDITION. 
C 

















EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
BUFBLK 6 
EOF REAL 1 
FNCK REAL 2 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 
FLOAT REAL 1 INTRIN 
MINO INTEGER 0 INTRIN 
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SUBROUTINE DFIELD(ARRAY,lDIM,ITAPE,LN) 












C* TITLE: SIMPLIFIED COMPUTER EVALUATION OF FAULT TREES 
C* ACRONYM: SCEFf 
C* AUTHOR: C. R. STANDER 
C* DATE: OCT. 25,1976 
C* DATE EDITED: 4-22-81 














PURPOSE: SCEFT PROVIDES THE ANALYST REQUIRED TO WORK WITH 
FAULT TREES A CAPABILITY TO QUICKLY AND SIMPLY 
EVALUATE THE PROBABILITIES OF ALL EVENTS ON THE 
TREE. 
THE TYPES OF DEPENDENCIES THE PROGRAM WlLL HANDLE ARE: 
1. INPUT EVENTS THAT OCCUR IN MULTIPLE PLACES IN THE TREE 
2. COMMON TIME-SEQUENTIAL REDUNDANT PROBABILITIES 
(CONDITIONAL-AND) 
3. COMMON ACTIVE AND PASSIVE REDUNDANCY WITH OR WITHOUT 
SWITCHING DEVICES, AND 
4. EXCLUSIONS (EXCLUSIVE-OR). 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
ALOG REAL 1 LIBRARY 
DFIELD 4 





INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 




C THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES VALID SYSTEM HINTERMS TO FILE 'FT15F'(IUNIT= 







C* NOTE: 'IDUM' IS A PLACE-HOLDER FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CTRLPRS WHEN 









C* NOTE: 'IDUM' IS A PLACE-HOLDER FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CTRLPRS WHEN 
C* 'IC' IS EQUIVALENCED TO '~NTMTS' DIMENSIONED TO (10,10,210). 
C 
C* THIS SECTION CALCULATES EACH MINTERM AS EACH 
C* MINTERM FAILS. MCOMB DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF MINTERMS 
C* THAT WILL BE EVALUATED BY THE SYSTEM. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER 











C* THIS ROUTINE PREPROCESSES INPUT DATA SO THAT SUBROUTINE DFIELD CAN 
C* READ THE INFORMATION USING FORTRAN READ*. NOTE: NON-NUMERIC DATA 
C* IS CONVERTED TO A NEGATIVE INTEGER REPRESENTING THE HOLLERITH 










C* SUBROUTINE SORT 
C* PUTS GATES IN ASCENDING ORDER 
C 
C********************************************************** C* VARIABLE DEFINITION 
C 
C* N 1 NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE SORTED 
C* C 50 TERMS TO BE SORTED 
C 





C THIS SUBROUTINE SPLITS A RANGE OF NON-COUPLED STAGES INTO 'MXCPLS' OR 
C LESS SETS OF APPROXIMATELY EQUAL SIZE. THE FIRST AND LAST STAGES OF 
C EACH SET FOR EACH SUBRUN ARE THEN STORED IN 'ISBRAR'CI,ISBRN), WHERE 
C 'ISBRAR'(l,ISBRN) = FIRST STAGE IN THE SUBSET AND 







C THIS SUBROUTINE DIVIDES 'NSTGES', SOME OF WHICH ARE COUPLED, I.E. 
C THEY DEFINE CRITICAL-PAIRS OF FAULTS, INTO SUBRUNS. 
C '~SSETS'(I,ISBSET) DEFINES ALL CRITICAL-PAIR FAULT SUBSETS. 
C ** EACH SUCH SUBSET MUST START AND END A NEW SUBRUN. ** 
C SUBROUTINE SPLIT IS USED TO DIVIDE THE RANGE OF NON-COUPLED STAGES 















CALCULATES PROBABILITIES DEPENDING ON 
TYPE OF GATECIR) DCBB78 
C************************************************ 
C 
C* Q 20 CONTAINS PROBABILITY FOR EACH INPUT GATE 
C* THAT FEEDS INTO 'AT LEAST" GATE 
C* SUM 2000 HOLDS PROBABILITY OF EACH LOGIC GATE 
C* ST 1 RETURNS PROBABILITY FROM 'BINOM" 








C* NOTE: 'IDUM' IS A PLACE-HOLDER FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CTRLPRS WHEN 







3.2 COVRGE Module 
The COVRGE module consists of two main programs, COVRGE and CVGPLT, and 
several subroutines and functlons. Program COVRGE computes the state transition 
rates required by program CARE3. (See the CARE III PHASE II Report, Mathematical 
Description* for a description of the mathematical model used in the coverage 
model lmplementation.) Program CVGPLT creates the plot file of the single- and 
double-fault functions generated in this module. 
For further information regarding the mathematical equations used in the 
coverage model see the Appendix entitled "Computational Complexity in Solving 
the I Stiff I Volterra Equation. 1I 
*J. J. Stiffler and L. A. Bryant, CARE III PHASE II Report, Mathematical 
Description, NASA CR-3566, 1982. 
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3.2.1 COVRGE and CVGPLT Main Programs 






C* * C* TITLE: COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION, VERSION THREE * 
C* ACRONYM: CARE III * 
C* HODEL DESIGN: DR. J.J.STIFFLER * 
C* SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* DATE: MARCH 23,1981 * 
C* DATE EDITED: 5-02-81 * 
C* EDITED BY: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* * C* PURPOSE: CARE III IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE RELIABILITY * 
C* ESTIMATION TOOL FOR FAULT-TOLERANT AVIONICS * 

























C FOR OPTIMIZATION PURPOSES DURING THE BUFFER OUT OF ICVRGCOM/, 






















CARE III SINGLE FAULT MODEL 
a. = active to benign 
transition rate 
fJ benign to active 
transition rate 
pet} = error generation rate 
f(d = error propagation rate 
o(t) fault detection rate 
t = time from entry into 
active state 




{J2 + PI (t) + 
Figure 3.2.1.2 







C* * C* TITLE: COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION, VERSION THREE * 
C* ACRONYM: CARE III * 
C* MODEL DESIGN: DR. J.J.STIFFLER * 
C* SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* DATE: MARCH 23,1981 * 
C* DATE EDITED: 4-30-81 * 
C* EDITED BY: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* * C* PURPOSE: CARE III IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE RELIABILITY * 
C* ESTIMATION TOOL FOR FAULT-TOLERANT AVIONICS * 














THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE COVERAGE SINGLE AND DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTIONS. 
IT BUFFERS IN FROM FILE 'SNGFL' THE TWENTY-FIVE POSSIBLE SINGLE-
FAULT FUNCTIONS (FIVE PER FAULT CATEGORY). IT THEN BUFFERS IN 
FROM FILE 'DBLFL' THE TWENTY-FIVE POSSIBLE DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTIONS 
(ALL COMBINATIONS OF PAIRED FAULT CATEGORIES). 
THE SINGLE-FAULT FUNCTIONS ARE BUFFERED IN AND PLOTTED PER FAULT 
CATEGORY. THE DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTIONS ARE BUFFERED IN AND PLOTTED 
PER FAULT CATEGORY PAIR. 






C FOR OPTIMIZATION PURPOSES DURING THE BUFFER IN OF ISNGFUNC/, 
















3.2.2 COVRGE and CVGPLT Files 
File Name Unit Name Description 
COVRGE Files: 
1. COVIN=~, TAPE3 = COVIN, coverage definition input file 
generated by CAREIN program. 
2. INPUT, TAPES = INPUT 
3. OUTPUT, TAPE 6 = OUTPUT 
4! CVGMTS=.0, TAPE 7 = CVGMTS, binary coverage moment functions 
passed to CARE3 program. 
5. DBUG, TAPE8 = DBUG 
6! SNGFL=~, TAPE9 = SNGFL, plot file of single-fault prob-
ability functions, passed to 
CVGPLT program. 
7! DBLFL=~, TAPEIO = DBLFL, plot file of double-fault prob-
ability functions, passed to 
CVGPLT program. 
CVGPLT Files: 
1. COVIN=~, TAPE 3 = COVIN, coverage input file required 
in CVGPLT also. 
* 2. PLFILE, TAPE4 = PLFILE, DISSPLA plot file. 
3. INPUT, TAPES = INPUT 
4. OUTPUT, TAPE6 = OUTPUT 
5. SNGFL=~, TAPE9 = SNGFL, single-fault binary file from 
COVRGE program. 
6. DBLFL=~, TAPEIO = DBLFL, double-fault binary file from 
COVRGE program. 
t Must be saved and passed to other programs. 
*Must be saved and passed to DISSPLA plot program. 
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3.2.3 COVRGE Functional Flow Chart 
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3.2.4 COVRGE Subroutines 
SUBROUTINE DBLFLT 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE DOUBLE-FAULT COVERAGE FUNCTION FOR 











C *********** STORAGE AREA FOR FINAL DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTION ************ 
7 PDFAR(513),PDFSTEP,NPDFSTP(20),LNORLG, 































DOUBLE-FAULT MODEL EQUATIONS 
d 1 (t) = 1 
- ~: 2 







Cl(t) = !31(t)d2 (t)r2(t)a2(t) + (1-PA2)b 1 (t)02(t)r2(t)a2(t) 
2 2 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 
+ b l (t)d 2 (t)P2 (t)a2 (t) 
2 1 1 1 























C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES A FUNCTION USING INCREASING STEP SIZES, 
C WHERE THE STEP SIZE IS DOUBLED EACH TIME IT INCREASES. THE 
C NUMBER OF STEPS COMPUTED FOR EACH STEP SIZE IS STORED IN NSTEPAR 
C ARRAY. 
C 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
EXT FUN REAL 2 F.P. 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 
ABS REAL 1 INTRIN 




C COMPUTE VOLTERRA EQUATION USING SINGLE-FAULT ARRAY 'SFAR', ITS 
C INITIAL STEP SIZE 'SFSTPST', AND ITS 'NSFSTP' ARRAY DEFINING HOW 
C MANY OF EACH 'POWER OF TWO' TIMES 'SFSTPST' STEPS WERE GENERATED. 
C THESE ARRAYS WILL BE USED TO STORE THE FINAL RESULT OF THE CALL 
C TO SUBROUTINE 'VOLTERA' UPON RETURN. 'FAR','FSTPST' AND 'NFSTPAR' 
C WILL BE USED AS TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR USE IN THE VOLTERA SUBROUTINE. 
C 
C 'tAR(TIME)' = 'SFAR(TIME)' + INTEGRATION FROM 0.0 TO TIME OF 



















































EXTE~NALS TYPE ARGS 
FLINTP REAL S 














C IF THE FAULT FUNCTION IS CONSTANTLY ZERO, THERE IS NO NEED TO COM-
C PUTE THE MOMENT FUNCTIONS, SINCE THE MOMENT ARRAYS ARE INITIALIZED 



















C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES AN ARRAY OF TIMES FOR WHICH A FUNCTION 
C WAS PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED. 'STEPST' IS THE INITIAL STEP SIZE USED 
C TO COMPUTE THE FUNCTION. 'NSTEPAR' IS THE ARRAY DEFINING HOW 
C MANY OF EACH "POWER OF 2' TIMES 'STEPST' WERE USED. 
C I.E. NSTEPARCNSTPIN) = THE NUMBER OF STEPS GENERATED HAVING 








C THIS SUBROUTINE'S MAIN FUNCTION IS AS A PREPROCESSOR FOR CALLING 
C SUBROUTINE 'VLTNREC'. THE TWO ARRAYS INVOLVED WITHIN THE CONVOLUTED 
C INTEGRATION: 'FEE' AND 'P' MUST BE TESTED FOR THEIR TIME MAXIMUMS 
C (MAXIMUM X VALUE) AND PASSED TO SUBROUTINE 'VLTNREC' SO THAT THE 
C FUNCTION WITH THE LARGEST TIME MAXIMUM IS PASSED AS THE FUNCTION 
C THAT IS INTEGRATED FORWARD IN TIME. 
C EXAMPLE: 
C 'PAR'(T) = INTEGRATION FROM 0.0 TO 'T' OF 'FEE'(T-TAU) * 'P'(TAU). 
C IF 'P' FUNCTION HAS THE LARGEST TIME MAXIMUM (X VALUE), THE FUNCTIONS 
C SHOULD BE PASSED IN THE SAME ORDER AS ABOVE. IF 'FEE' FUNCTION HAS 
C THE LARGEST TIME MAXIMUM, THE EQUATION SHOULD BE AS FOLLOWS: 


























C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SINGLE-FAULT COVERAGE FUNCTIONS FOR 













C ********************************************************************* 8 PSIB(513),PSBSTEP,NPSBSTP(20), 
9 PB2(513),PB2STEP,NPB2STP(20) 






















SINGLE-FAULT MODEL EQUATIONS 
- t - a- "t ~ t = ae e 0 e ( S) r(T)d(T)dT 
~ t !t -aT = e p(T)d(T)e(t-T)dT + S <j>(t-T)P (T)dT o 0 e 
-at it 
= e p(t)d(t) + e <j>(t-T)p (T)dT 
o e 
-at ~ t 
= e o(t)r(t) + S ct>(t-T)p-(T)dT 
o e 



















SINGLE FAULT MODEL EQUATIONS (CONT.) 
P (t) 
a 
= PB1(t) + PB2 (t) 
=PA(t)+PE(t) 
















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE STEP SIZE AND INDEX GIVEN A TIME 
C FOR A FUNCTION WITH ORIGINAL STEP SIZE OF 'STEPST'. 'NSTEPAR' 
C DEFINES HOW MANY OF EACH 'POWER OF TWO' TIMES 'STEPST' STEPS 






C THIS SUBROUTINE SUMS TWO ARRAYS 'AR1' AND 'AR2' YIELDING 'ARSUM'. 
C 'STEP1ST' AND 'STEP2ST' ARE ARRAYS' 'AR1' AND 'AR2' INITIAL STEP 
C SIZES RESPECTIVELY. 'NSTEPAR', WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE NUMBER OF 
C STEPS OF EACH 'POWER OF TWO' TIMES 'STEPST' FOR 'ARSUM', IS 
C CREATED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO. 
C 'CN1' AND 'CN2' ARE CONSTANTS TO MULTIPLY EACH FUNCTION BY BEFORE 






















TYPE ARGS -- '~ 
REAL -- ---1 --rNTRIN 
REAL 0 INTRIN 




C COMPUTE TIME MAXIMUMS FOR THE SIX INITIAL DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTIONS, 
C TWO C FUNCTIONS, TWO F FUNCTIONS AND TWO B FUNCTIONS, BASED ON THE 




























C COMPUTE TIME MAXIMUMS FOR THE NINE INITIAL SINGLE-FAULT G FUNCTIONS 





































C THIS SUBROUTINE IS VERY SIMILAR TO THE VOLTERA SUBROUTINE. THE 
C ONLY DIFFERENCE IS THAT THIS SOLVES A NON-RECURSIVE CONVOLUTED 
C INTEGRAL WHERE ALL FUNCTIONS ARE KNOWN. 
C 'PAR'(T) = 'F'(T) + THE INTEGRATION FROM ZERO TO 'T' OF 
C 'FEE'(T-TAU) * 'P'(TAU). 
C 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
CNVLINT REAL 12 
FLINTP REAL 5 
STPINDX 5 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 
ABS REAL 1 INTRIN 
AMAX1 REAL 0 INTRIN 














C VOLTERA SOLVES ANY LINEAR NON-SINGULAR VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATION 
C OF THE SECOND KIND WITH CONVOLUTION KERNEL, WHERE 'F','FEE'(KERNEL) 
C ARE GIVEN ARRAYS WITH INITIAL STEP SIZES 'FSTEP' AND 'FEESTEP'. 
C 'P' IS THE COMPUTED ARRAY. THE LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION IS 
C ASSUMED TO BE 0.0. 
EXTERNALS 
CNVLINT 
















REAL-- ----- r - INTRIN 
REAL 0 INTRIN 




C THIS SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES A FUNCTION STORED IN 'AR' WHICH HAS A 
C GIVEN INITIAL STEP SIZE - 'STEPST' AND A GIVEN SET OF STEPS WITH 
C INCREASING STEP SIZE. 'NSTEPAR' CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF STEPS GENER-
C ATED FOR EACH ·POWER OF TWO· TIMES 'STEPST'. 'ARINT' WILL HAVE THE 
C SAME 'STEPST' AND 'NSTEPAR' AS 'AR'. 
C INTEGRATE THE ARRAY (Y VALUE) MULTIPLIED BY THE TIME (X VALUE) 
C RAISED TO THE 'MOMNT' POWER. 
C IF 'MOMNT' = 0, INTEGRATE THE ARRAY WITH NO MULTIPLIER. 
C IF 'MOMNT' = 1, INTEGRATE THE ARRAY MULTIPLIED BY THE TIME. 

























C THIS FUNCTION MULTIPLIES '(TMAR(INDX)**MOMNT)*AR(INDX)' FOR INTEGRA-
C TION ROUTINE SIMPINT. 






C THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A CONSTANT RATE VALUE GIVE 'RATE' AND 'TIME', 
C IF DNFLG IS .FALSE. 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A CONSTANT DENSITY VALUE GIVEN 'RATE' AND _'TIME', 











C THIS FUNCTION INTEGRATES FROM 0 TO 'T' (STORED IN COMMON/TMPNTRS/) 
C CONVOLVING TWO FUNCTIONS STORED IN ARRAYS FEE AND P. 
C IF RECRSVF, RECURSIVE FLAG, IS .TRUE., THE P FUNCTION USED 

































C COMPUTE DOUBLE-FAULT B FUNCTION 1 OR 2. THE TWO FUNCTIONS, IN-






















C COMPUTE DOUBLE-FAULT C FUNCTION 1 OR 2. ALL FUNCTIONS USED TO COM-
C PUTE THIS C FUNCTION ARE CONSTANT RATE FUNCTIONS UNLESS FLAGS 
C 'RHOCDN','DELCDN','EPSCDN' SPECIFY CONSTANT DENSITY FOR FUNCTIONS 


















C FCNVLTM - FETCH CONVOLUTED TIME. 
C THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE MAXIMUM TIME NOT YET FETCHED FROM EITHER 
C 'T-FEETMAR' OR PTMAR. IFEEPNT IS THE POINTER INTO FEETMAR; IPPNT IS 
C THE POINTER INTO PTMAR. FEEFLG AND PFLG ARE INTERPOLATION FLAGS; 
C IF BOTH ARE SET .TRUE., THEY ARE USED AS FLAGS SPECIFYING THE 











C COMPUTE DOUBLE-FAULT F FUNCTION 1 OR 2. ALL FUNCTIONS USED TO 
C COMPUTE THIS F FUNCTION ARE CONSTANT RATE FUNCTIONS UNLESS FLAGS 
C 'RHOCDN','DELCDN','EPSCDN' SPECIFY CONSTANT DENSITY FOR FUNCTIONS 
























C ALL FUNCTIONS ARE CONSTANT RATE FUNCTIONS UNLESS FLAGS DELCDN,RHOCDN, 
C EPSCDN SPECIFY CONSTANT DENSITY FOR FUNCTIONS INVOLVING RHO,DELTA 





















C THIS FUNCTION LINEARLY INTERPOLATES THE ARTOINT ARRAY WITH 









C GIVEN AN INDEX INTO AN ARRAY WITH NON-UNIFORM STEP SIZES 
C (NOTE: THE STEP SIZES ARE "POWERS OF 2" TIMES THE INITIAL 
C STEP SIZE - 'STEPST'),RETURN THE STEP SIZE ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THAT POINT. 
C NSTEPAR CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF STEPS GENERATED FOR EACH 






C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES "i-THE INTEGRATION FROM 0 TO 'TIME' OF THE 
C CONSTANT RATE FUNCTION" EXPLICITLY, IF DNFLG IS .FALSE. 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES "i-THE INTEGRATION FROM 0 TO 'TIME' OF THE 













C THIS FUNCTION INTEGRATES THE FUNCTION IN 'AR' MULTIPLIED BY 
C (TIME**MOMNT) FROM 'ITFROM' TO 'ITTO' WITH UNIFORM STEP SIZE 








INLINE FUNCTIONS- TYPE ARGS 
MOD INTEGER 2 INTRIN 
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3.3 CARE3 Module 
The CARE3 module consists of two main programs, CARE3 and 
RELPLT, and several subroutines and functions. Program CARE3 
calculates the system reliability by calculating the failed state 
* probabilities Q~(t). (See the CARE III Final Report for a des-
cription of the mathematical model used in the reliability model 
implementation.) Program RELPLT creates the plot file of the 
summary reliability functions. 
*J. J. Stiffler and L. A. Bryant, CARE III Final Report, 










C* * C* TITLE: COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION, VERSION THREE * 
C* ACRONYM: CARE III * 
C* MODEL DESIGN: DR. J.J.STIFFLER * 
C* SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* DATE: MARCH 23,1981 * 
C* DATE EDITED: 5-03-81 * 
C* EDITED BY: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* * C* PURPOSE: CARE III IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE RELIABILITY * 
C* ESTIMATION TOOL FOR FAULT-TOLERANT AVIONICS * 



















C NOTE: THIS BLANK COMMON AREA IS ALSO USED TO HOLD THE LOADER, 
C IN ORDER TO KEEP THE LOAD FIELD LENGTH REQUIREMENT THE 


















C 'PLTREL' WILL ENCOMPASS THE THREE ARRAYS PASSED TO PROGRAM RELPLT 






C AFTER EACH SUBRUN, 'SRPSTF' IS COMPUTED AND BUFFERED OUT TO TAPEl7. 
C 'AXIAR' IS NO LONGER NEEDED AT THAT POINT, UNTIL THE NEXT SUBRUN -







C FOR OPTIMIZATION PURPOSES DURING THE BUFFER IN OF /CVRGCOM/, 






C COVERAGE ARRAYS ARE NO LONGER NEEDED WHEN 'PSTFAR' IS BUFFERED IN 











C* * C* TITLE: COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION, VERSION THREE * 
C* ACRONYM: CARE III * 
C* MODEL DESIGN: DR. J.J.STIFFLER * 
C* SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* DATE: MARCH 23,1981 * 
C* DATE EDITED: 4-30-81 * 
C* EDITED BY: LYNN A. BRYANT * 
C* * 
C* PURPOSE: CARE III IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE RELIABILITY * 
C* ESTIMATION TOOL FOR FAULT-TOLERANT AVIONICS * 











THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE TOTAL SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY - 'QLTSUM'; THE 
TOTAL PERFECT COVERAGE UNRELIABILITY - 'PSTSUM'; AND THE SUM OF 
THE TWO - 'QPSTSM', USING FILE PLTFL GENERATED IN PROGRAM CARE3. 

















3.3.2 CARE3 and RELPLT Files 
File Name Unit Name Description 
CARE3 Files: 
1. RELIN=.0 , TAPE 4 = RELIN, system definition input file 
generated by CAREIN program. 
2. INPUT, TAPES = INPUT 
3. OUTPUT, TAPE 6 = OUTPUT 
4. CVGMTS=.0, TAPE 7 = CVGMTS, binary coverage moments file 
from COVRGE program. 
S. DBUG, TAPE 8 = DBUG 
6. TAPE 9 = .0, HLAT internal binary file. 
7. TAPE 1.0 = .0, GFLD internal binary file. 
8 • TAPEIl = .0, GNBNG internal binary file. 
9. TAPE12 = .0, HDF internal binary file. 
10. GHFNCS, TAPE13 = GHFNCS, debug file, under variable 
CHIDBG control, contains G 
and H functions computed 
using CVGMTS file. 
11. BXYFL=.0, TAPE14 = BXYFL, binary critical pair results 
file created in program CAREIN. 
12. FTISF, TAPE15 = FTISF, system min term file from 
CAREIN program. 
13: PLTFL=.0, TAPE16 = PLTFL, plot file of Q SUM, p* SUB, 
and Q+P* SUM passed to pro-
gram RELPLT. 
14. TAPE17 = [1, function used to compute per-
fect coverage function (com-
puted per subrun) • 
t Must be saved and passed to program RELPLT. 
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File Name Unit Name Description 
RELPLT Files: 
1. RELIN=}1, TAPE 2 = RELIN, system definition input file. 
2. PLFILE, TAPE 4 = PLFILE, DISSPLA plot file. 
3. INPUT, TAPES = INPUT 
4. OUTPUT, TAPE6 = OUTPUT 
5. PLTFL=,0, TAPEl6 = PLTFL, plot file of Q SUM, P* SUM, 
and Q+P* SUM. 
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3.3.3 CARE3 Functional Flow Chart 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE A,B AND C COEFFIClENTS THAT ARE 
C MULTIPLIED BY THE CMST FUNCTION ARRAYS, GOTTEN FROM THE COVERAGE 
C MODEL, TO YIELD THE FHSFST AND FHDFST FUNCTIONS. 
C 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
FUNC REAL 6 F.P. 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 




C THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS 'AR' FOR A NON-ZERO VALUE. IF ALL VALUES IN 







C -THIS SUBROUTINE FILLS EITHER GORHSF(G OR H SINGLE FAULT FUNCTION 
C FOR 'ITBL~SZ' NUMBER OF TIME STEP RECORDS) OR HDFPTS(H DOUBLE FAULT 
C FUNCTION PER TIME STEP) ARRAY DEPENDING UPON MCHI. IUNIT SPECIFIES 
C WHICH LOCAL FILE TO READ FROM. EACH BLOC~ OF RECORDS ON 'TAPE 
C (IUNIT)' WAS CREATED FOR 'ITBL~SZ' NUMBER OF TIME STEPS 
C FOR ALL FAULT CATEGORIES (OVER ALL STAGES). THE DOUBLE FAULf FlLE 



















C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES A BLOC~ OF RECORDS ON LOCAL ~ILE 
C 'TAPE(IUNIT)' USING BUFFER OUT, FROM EITHER GORHSF OR HDFPTS ARRAY 
C DEPENDING UPON MCHI. EACH BLOCK OF RECORDS CONTAINS 'ITBL~SE' 
C NUMBER OF TIME STEPS FOR ALL FAULT CATEGORIES (OVER ALL STAGES) 
C FROM GORHSF ARRAY. WHEN CREATING THE DOUBLE FAULT FILE USING 



















C FOR A 20 STAGE SUBRUN, 210 UNIQUE BXY FUNCTION DEFINITIONS ARE 
C POSSIBLE, BUT ONLY 55 DEFINITIONS CAN BE IN MEMORY AT ONE TIME. 
C 'IBREC' SPECIFIES WHICH RECORD IS CURRENTLY IN MEMORY. (A MAXIMUM 
C OF FOUR RECORDS CAN EXIST PER 20 STAGE BLOCK OF DEFINITIONS.) 
C 
C INDEX INTO 'BXYAR': BXYARCLX-MUX+l,LY-MUY+l,INBXY), WHERE LX AND LY 
C ARE THE CURRENT NUMBER OF FAULTS IN 'ISTG' AND 'JSTG' RESPECTIVELY 
C AND MUX=O •• LX AND MUY=O •• LY. 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 'INBXY' GIVEN THE 'ISTG,JSTG' PAIR. 
C 'IJSTGIN' CONTAINS THE INDEX 'INBXY' BASED ON THE CONVERSION OF 
C 'ISTG,JSTG' INTO 'IJSTG'. NOTE: THE BXY FUNCTION IS THE SAME FOR 
C THE PAIRS 'ISTG,JSTG' AND 'JSTG,ISTG', I.E. STAGE PAIR ORDER IS NOT 
C IMPORTANT. 
C IF 'INBXY' EQUALS ZERO, NO BXY FUNCTION EXISTS FOR THAT STAGE PAlko 
C IF 'INBXY' IS GREATER THAN 'IBREC'*'MXBDEF', BUFFER IN THE NEXT 
C RECORD, WHICH CONTAINS THE NEXT 55 DEFINITIONS OF THE BXY FUNCTIONS. 
C IF 'INBXY' IS .LE. TO 'IBREC'*'MXBDEF', BACKSPACE TWO RECORDS AND 
C BUFFER IN THE DATA. THIS IS POSSIBLE BECAUSE BXY FUNCTIONS ARE 
C USED IN BOTH ROUTINES 'FBCRTL' AND 'FDSCRTL' PER FAULT VECTOR. 
C NOTE: IN MOST CASES, ONLY ONE RECORD IS REQUIRED TO DEFINE THE NON-
C ZERO BXY FUNCTIONS FOR 'NSTGS' COUPLED STAGES SUDRUN. I.E. THERE 
C WILL ONLY EXIST 'MXBDEF' OR LESS NON-ZERO BXY FUNCTIONS. THEREFORE 
C ONLY THE INITIAL BUFFER IN WILL BE REQUIRED PER SUBRUN, WHICH IS DONE 







C FOR OPTIMIZATION PURPOSES DURING THE BUFFER IN OF IBXYCOM/, DEFINE 







INLINE FUNCTIONS TYFE-~ -~ARGS 
















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES ARRAY AXIARCICAT,ISTG,IT) WHICH IS THE 
C PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE X MODULE (ISTG) HAS A CATEGORY 
C XI (ICAT) LATENT FAULT AT TIME "T", REPRESENTED BY "IT", 




HL(tIX i ) 
l-rx(t) 
HL(tlxi ) 
AXI/lR.(IC~ :rs-rG, In 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
BUFFOUT 3 
FHSFST REAL 4 
PRNTGH 3 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 


















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A SINGLE STAGE X MODULE 
C IS FAULT-FREE AT TIME T, REPRESENTED BY IT, FOR ALL STAGES. 
C 







n r (t) 
i xi 
Off FRXIFF(rr rye; IcllT 






C THIS SUBROUT1NE GENERATES FAULT VECTORS IN SETS STARTING AT 
C SET ISTINIT AND STOPPING AT SET ISTSTOP. IF ISTINIT.EG.l, 
C THE UNRELIABILITY OF THE SYSTEM IS BEING COMPUTED. IF ISTINIT 
C .GT.1, PERFECT COVERAGE PROBABILITIES WILL BE COMPUTED. 
C 










EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
ARZERO 3 
FPSTAR REAL 2 
UNRELQ 2 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 
AMAX1 REAL 0 INTRIN 




C THIS SUBROUTINE AND SUBROUTINES CALLED WITHIN COMPUTE ALL FUNCTIONS 
C THAT ARE NOT DEPENDENT UPON THE FAULT VECTORS. 
C FUNCTIONS THAT ARE USED CONTINUALLY THROUGHOUT THE ROUTINES ARE STORED 
C IN COMMON/NONLDEP/ AXIARCS,20,bS),RXARC20,6S). 
C IN ORDER TO SAVE MEMORY, CERTAIN G AND H FUNCTIONS, NAMELY HLATCLATENT 
C FAULT), GFLDCFAILED), GNBNG(NOT BENIGN) AND HDFCDOUBLE FAULT), ARE 
C COMPUTED IN THIS SUBROUTINE AND BUFFERED OUT TO A LOCAL FILE WHICH 
C WILL BE BUFFERED IN WHEN REQUIRED. LOCAL FILES TAPE9,TAPE10,TAPEll, 
C TAPE12 CONTAIN THESE G AND H FUNCTIONS. 
C TAPE13 NAMED GHFNCS IS A DEBUG PRINTOUT OF ALL G AND H FUNCTIONS 












C FOR OPTIMIZATION PURPOSES DURING THE BUFFER IN OF IBXYCOM/, DEF1NE 










FGST REAL 4 
FHDFST REAL 6 
FHSFST REAL 4 
FNCK REAL ---- 2--- - ~ --~ 
PRNTGH 3 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 




C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO PRINT G AND H FUNCTIONS CURRENTLY STORED 
C IN COMMONII. MCHI DETERMINES WHETHER THE ARRAY TO BE PRINTED 
C IS A SINGLE OR DOUBLE FAULT ARRAY. WHEN MCHI.EQ.MDF, IUNIT SPECIFIES 
C WHICH FILE CONTAINS THE DOUBLE FAULT FUNCTION. SINCE THE DOUBLE 
C FAULT FUNCTION IS TOO LARGE TO STORE IN CENTRAL MEMORY, IT MUST BE 




















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY PER FAULT VECTOR 
C FOR A SUBSET OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STAGES. A MAXIMUM OF 20 STAGES 





















INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 



















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SUMMATION, OVER ALL FAULT CATEGORIES, 
C OF ALL THE FUNCTIONS INVOLVED IN COMPUTING THE SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY 
C MODEL. THIS SUMMATION IS COMPUTED OVER ALL TIME STEPS FOR THE 
C CURRENT LFLTVEC AND STORED IN SUMK ARRAY. SUM~ IS INTEGRATED USING 
C THE SIMPSON'S 1/3 RULE IN ORDER TO GENERATE THE QlT ARRAY FOR THF 






* + A (TI!.)pR,(T) + a (TIR,)p (T) 
- R, 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS 
FA PC REAL 2 
FCYJ REAL 4 
FLAM REAL 3 
FF'STAR REAL 2 
FPSTREC REAL 4 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 











C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY OVER ALL TIME 
C STEPS PER FAULT VECTOR AS THEY ARE GENERATED IN SUBROUTINE 
C GNFLTVC. 
C 
MODIFIED RELIABILITY EQUATION 

































C USING MDF(DOUBLE FAULT DID CAUSE FAILURE), THIS FUNCTION 
C COMPUTES THE RATE AT WHICH THE SYSTEM FAILS BY TIME T DUE 
C A CRITICAL FAULT CONDITION. NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT CALLED 
C UNLESS LVECTOR CONTAINS AT LEAST 2 FAULTS. 
C 
C FAC = 0.0 AT TIME O. 
FAC = 0.0 
C IF 'IBREC' EQUALS 0 OR THIS SUBRUN'S FIRST STAGE DOES NOT EQUAL THE 
C CURRENT COUPLED PAIR SUBSET'S FIRST STAGE, NO CRITICAL PAIR FAULTS 
C EXIST AND THIS FUNCTION EQUALS ZERO. 
RATE WHICH SYSTEMS HAVING ~ 
FAULTS FAIL AT TIME t DUE TO 
















hDF(t!xi'Yj) B (t I ~) 

















C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE RATE AT WHICH A SYSTEM HAVING LVECTOR 
C FAULTS FAILS AT TIME T DUE TO A NONCRITICAL FAULT. 
C 
RATE AT WHICH SYSTEMS HAVING 






INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 













C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A SYSTEM CONTAINING 
C LVECTOR FAULTS WOULD ENTER AN XI,YJ CRITICAL STATE, REPRESENTED 
C BY 'ISTG,ICAT;JSTG,JCAT', WERE A CATEGORY YJ FAULT TO OCCUR AT 
C TIME T, REPRESENTED BY 'IT'. 
C 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF xiJYj-
CRITICAL FAULTS AT TIME t 
GIVEN t PERMANENT FAULTS 





P(lJ ,tit )C(x.,y.)a (t)a (t) y Y ]. J Xi Yj 










MATHEr1AT I CAL EXPRESS ION 
'l1xl1y 
ax(t)ay(t) 
l1 x (l1x-l) 
a~ (t) 
11 (n - R. ) 
x y y 
ax (t) 
(n -R. )11 
x x y 
ay (t) 
en - R. ) ( l-! -R. ) 
x x y y 
x.,y. = 
~ J PERMANENT 
x ~ y 
x.,y. = ~ J PERMANENT 
x = Y 
xi = PERMANENT 
Yj = TRANSIENT 
xi = TRANSIENT 
Yj = PERMANENT 
xi'Yj = TRANSIENT 
x ~ Y 
(nx-R.x) (nx-tx-l) xi'Y j = TRANSIENT 









A (t) X. 
1. 
= 
Cat A t x. 
x. 1. 
1. 
Jariah/e~ Com?otle/l!s (JJ E<jucrhCYI 
l<.Lffm(rcIh;IST6) AX. 


















PROBABILITY THAT A CATEGORY Yj 
FAULT WOULD PRODUCE A SYSTEM 
FAILURE AT TIME t GIVEN t 
FAULTS AT TIME t-






~ HB(tlxi ) 
xi HL(tlxi ) DXilYj (tl!) 
ARGS 
6 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 













C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A SYSTEM CONTAINING 
C LVECTOR FAULTS WOULD BE IN A SUPERCRITICAL STATE WERE A CATEGORY 
C YJ FAULT, REPRESENTED BY 'JSTG,JCAT', TO OCCUR AT TIME T, 
C REPRESENTED BY 'IT'. 
C 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF xiY-
CRITICAL FAULTS~ GIVEN t 
PERMANENT FAULTS~ THAT WOULD 
BE CREATED AS THE RESULT OF 

















Xi = PERMANENT 












C THIS FUNCTION IN COMBINATION WITH SUBROUTINE ABCST REPRESENTS 
C SLOW VARYING RELIABILITY FUNCTIONS BY A THIRD-ORDER POLYNOMIAL OVER 

















C THIS FYNCTION IN COMBINATION WITH SUBROUTINE ABCST REPRESENTS 
C SLOW VARYING RELIABILITY FUNCTIONS BY A THIRD-ORDER POLYNOMIAL OVER 

















COMMON II GORHSF(S,20,6S),HDFPTS(100,100),ITBLKSZ 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A CATEGORY XI rAULT IS 
















C THIS ROUTINE COMBINES A POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF RELIABILITY 
C FUNCTIONSCSLOW VARYING) AND MOMENTS OF COVERAGE PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS 
C CFAST VARYING) TO YIELD A CONVOLUTED INTEGRATION OF THE TWO TYPES OF 
C DOUBLE FAULT FUNCTIONS. 
C 
RATE AT WHICH AN xiYj-CRITICAL 











INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 
















C THIS ROUTINE COMBINES A POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF RELIABILITY 
C FUNCTIONS(SLOW VARYING) AND MOMENTS OF COVERAGE PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS 
C (FAST VARYING) TO YIELD A CONVOLUTED INTEGRATION OF THE TWO TYPES OF 

















FUNCTION MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
PROBABILITY THAT A CATEGORY xi 
TRANSIENT FAULT IS DETECTED AS 
PERMANENT 
PROBABILITY OF A LATENT CATEGORY 
xi FAULT AT TIME t 
RATE OF ERROR PROPAGATION 
FAILURE DUE TO A CATEGORY Xi 
FAULT 
PROBABILITY OF A BENIGN 
LATENT FAULT AT TIME t 
PROBABILITY OF A NON-BENIGN 








+ cB<tlxi)MB(tlxi ) 
ag(tIXi}M~(tlxi)+bB(tlxi}~(tIXi) 









C THIS FUNCTION USES THE 1/3 SIMPSON'S INTEGRATION METHOD ON THE 
C VALUES STORED IN ARTOINT WHEN IIT".GT.2. "IT" REPRESENTS 
C WHICH TIME STEP IS BEING COMPUTED. 














= Co» A t x. x. 
~ ~ 


















C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A SUBSYSTEM CONTAINS 
C MUX STAGE X LATENT FAULTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS LX FAULTY STAGE X 
C MODULES. 
C 
PROBABILITY THAT A SUBSYSTEM 
CONTAINS ~x STAGE x LATENT 
PERMANENT FAULTS GIVEN THAT 
















C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A SYSTEM HAS SUSTAINED 

















C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES PSTAR FOR LVECTOR RECURSIVELY - GIVEN 
C PSTAR FOR LVECTOR MINUS THE UNIT VECTOR REPRESENTED BY JSTG 
















C USE AXIAR AS WORKING STORAGE FOR THIS ROUTINE BECAUSE AXIAR IS NOT 
C COMPUTED UNTIL RXAR IS COMPLETELY DEFINED. 
EQUIVALENCE (AXIAR(1,1,1),HDPFC(1,1,1»,(AXIAR(1,1,4),HINT(1,1,1» 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE X 
C MODULE HAS EITHER NOT EXPERIENCED, OR HAS RECOVERED FROM, ANY 
C CATEGORY XI FAULTS BY TIME T. 
C 
PROBABILITY THAT A GIVEN STAGE 
x MODULE HAS NOT EXPERIENCED A 






















3.4 General Purpose Routines 
-
The following routines are used in at least two of the three 
program modules described previously. NOTE: Subroutine CAREPLT 
interfaces to NASA's Graphic Plotting Package, and subroutine 
CPLOT interfaces to the DISSPLA Plotting Package. Currently, 
programs CVGPLT and RELPLT call CPLOT. Slight modifications must 
be made to these programs in order to use CAREPLT. 
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3.4.1 General Purpose Subroutines 
SUBROUTINE BUFBLK(INOUT,IUNIT,BLOCK,ILST,FATAL,EOFFLG) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE BUFFERS IN A BLOCK OF DATA INTO 'BLOCK'(l) •• 'BLOCK' 
C (ILST), IF 'INOUT'.ED.l, FROM UNIT 'IUNIT'. IT BUFFERS OUT A BLOCK 














C THIS ROUTINE WORKS WITH NASA'S GRAPHIC PLOTTING PACKAGE. 
C ********************************************************************* DIMENSION ARTOPLT(515),X(515),ARPASD(1),XPASD(1) 
C*****NOTE THAT TWO ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS ARE ASSIGNED AS 


































THIS IS THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED WITH 'STEP' AS STEP SIZE 
NPTS 
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
CAN BE PLOTTED. 
IAXSTYP 




THIS IS THE LENGTH IN INCHES OVER WHICH THE RANGE 
OF X VALUES IS TO BE PLOTTED. 
THE NUMBER OF DIVISIONS PER INCH OF PAPER TO BE 
USED FOR THE X AXIS. 
THIS IS THE LENTGTH IN INCHES BETWEEN ANNOTATED 
TIC MARKS ON THE X AXIS. 
YAXISMX 
THIS IS THE LENGTH IN INCHES OVER WHICH THE RANGE 
OF Y VALUES IS TO BE PLOTTED. 
YDV 
THE NUMBER OF DIVISIONS PER INCH OF PAPER TO BE 
USED FOR THE Y AXIS. 
YTIC 
THIS IS THE LENGTH IN INCHES BETWEEN ANNOTATED 

























C ********************************************************************* C THIS ROUTINE WORKS WITH THE DISSPLA PLOTTING PACKAGE. 
C ********************************************************************* C NOTE - ARRAYS 'ARTOPLT' AND 'X' MUST BE OF THE SAME DIMENSION 
C IN THE CALLING ROUTINE. 
DIMENSION ARTOPLT(l),X(l),ITITLE(l),JTITLE(l) 
LOGICAL GENXPTS 


















3.4.2 General Purpose Functions 
FUNCTION FNCK(NFAC,KFAC) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS. 
C GIVEN TWO PARAMETERS N,K WILL COMPUTE NC~ I.E. NFACT/(N-K)FACT 








JF(X.GT.EXPMIN .AND. X.LT.EXPMAX) GO TO 100 
C SET FUNCTION TO A VALUE VERY CLOSE TO 0.0 BUT NOT EQUAL TO 0.0 
IF(X.LE.EXPMIN) PREEXP = REALM IN 
C SET FUNCTION TO THE MAXIMUM NUMBER THE CDC CAN HANDLE. 
IF(X.GE.EXPMAX) PREEXP = REALMAX 
GO TO 200 










4.0 Error Messages 
The following sections contain the error and warning messages 
generated by modules CAREIN, CQVRGE, and CARE3. The utility rou-
tine error messages can occur in any of the three modules. The 
error messages are fatal to the computer run; therefore, the run 
will halt after one occurs. The warning messages are nonfatal and 
are used to alert the user to any out-of-the-ordinary processing. 
The variables enclosed in single quote marks are used to show 
which variables will have their contents printed. The following 
variables, used in the error messages, have values which do not 
change during the course of the computer run: 











Maximum Number of 
Fault Types 
Max1mum Number of 
St(lges 
Maximum Number of 
Fault Categories 
Maximum Number of 
Coupled Units Per 
Fault Tree 
Maximum Number of 
Coupled Stages Per 
Fault Tree 
Max1mum Number of 
Subruns 
Maximum Index Into 
Coverage Functions 









Maximum Number of 
Unique Fault Pair 
Functions Per 
BXYFL Subfile 
Maximum Number of 
Stages Per Subrun 
Beside each message is a code used to differentiate the user 
errors from the possible internal program errors for which tests 
are made. 
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4.1 CAREIN ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - NFTYPS = 'NFTYPS' MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 'MAXTYP' AND 
NSTGES = 'NSTGES' MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 'MXSTGS'. 
UE 
** ERROR - NFCATS('ISTG') = 'NFCATS(ISTG)' MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 'MAXCAT'. UE 
** ERROR - EOF ENCOUNTERED ON FILE CREIN WHEN MORE DATA WAS REQUIRED. UE 
** ERROR - STAGE NUMBERS MUST RANGE FROM 1 TO 'MXSTGS' MAXIMUM UE 
k~D THE LAST STAGE MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 'NSTGES' DEFINED AS 'NSTGES' 
- NOT 'IFSTG' TO 'ILSTG'. 
** ERROR - EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COUPLED UNITS 
PER CRITICAL PAIR FAULT-TREE OF 'MXUNTS'. 
UE 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL STAGE SPECIFIED IN CRITICAL PAIR DATA = 'ISTG'. UE 
** ERROR - NUMBER OF UNITS SPECIFIED FOR STAGE 'ISTG', IN THE CRITICAL PAIR DATA, UE 
DOES NOT EQUAL THE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL u~ITS SPECIFIED FOR THIS STAGE. 
IF ALL UNITS ARE NOT INVOLVED IN THE CRITICAL PAIR FAULT-TREE, SET THE NUMBER 
OF OPERATING STATES TO THE NUMBER OF INVOLVED UNITS FOR THIS STAGE, AND 
INCLUDE EACH UNIT IN THE FAULT-TREE. 
** ERROR - EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COUPLED STAGES UE 
PER CRITICAL PAIR FAULT-TREE OF 'MXCPLS'. 
** ERROR - EXCEEDED MAXIMUM RANGE OF COUPLED STAGES UE 
PER CRITICAL PAIR FAULT-TREE OF 'MXCPLS', 
IN THE TREE HAVING FIRST STAGE = 'KSTGF' AND THE LAST STAGE = 'KSTGL' 
NOTE: DE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
CAREIN LRROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - COUPLED STAGES, DEFINED IN CRITICAL PAIR FAULT-TREES, UE 
MUST BE IN ASCENDING ORDER (FROM ONE TREE TO THE NEXT ALSO) • 
** ERROR - OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING MINTERM FILE FOR CRITICAL PAIR FAULT DEFINITIONS. IE 
'PRBMT' '(MNTRMV(I) ,I=l,NUNTS)' 
** ERROR - SUBRUN ARRAY INDEX GREATER THAN MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBRUNS = 'MXSBRN'. IE 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL FIRST STAGE IN CRITICAL-PAIR SCBSET ARRAY: KSSETS(l, 'ISBSET'). IE 
CAREIN \vARNING MESSAGES (NON-FATAL) 
I-' 
~ * * \vARNING - INPUT FILE 'CREIN' EMPTY - DEFAULTS WILL BE USED. 
** WARNING - NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS, PLUS 1 TO INCLUDE TIME ZERO, 
REDUCED FROM 'NSTEPS' TO THE MAXIMUM OF 'MAXSTP'. 




4.2 COVRGE ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - NUMBER OF FAULT TYPES REQUESTED = 'r:TYPS' 
BUT MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 'MAXTYP'. 
** ERROR - INCORRECT RELIABILITY TIME BASE = 'TBASE'. 
** ERROR - THRASHING OCCURRED IN SUBROUTINE CONPFUN. 
RERUN PROGRAM WITH A DIFFERENT 'DBLDF' VALUE. 
IE 
IE 
** ERROR - ITH G SINGLE-FAULT FUNCTION = 'ITH' WHILE ONLY G FUNCTIONS 1 THROUGH 9 IE 
MAY BE COMPUTED WITH FUNCTION FGSNGL. 
** ERROR - 'DELTAf('ITYP'} EQUALS ZERO, WHILE THE CONSTANT DENSITY FUNCTION WAS 
CHOSEN FOR 'DELTA'. 
EITHER ASSIGN 'DELTA' A VALUE OR SPECIFY CONST&~T RATE FUNCTION FOR THIS FAULT TYPE. 
UE 
** ERROR - 'RHO'('ITYP') EQUALS ZERO, WHILE THE CONSTANT DENSITY FUNCTION WAS CHOSEN UE 
FOR 'RHO'. 
EITHER ASSIGN 'RHO' A VALUE OR SPECIFY CONSTANT RATE FUNCTION FOR THIS FAULT TYPE. 
* * ERROR - BOTH 'RHO' AND 'DELTA' (' ITYP ') EQUl-.L ZPRO, ~vHILE THE CONSTANT DENSITY UE 
FUNCTION WAS CHOSEN FOR BOTH FAULT RATES. 
EITHER ASSIGN THEM A VALUE OR SPECIFY CONSTANT RATE FUNCTIONS FOR THIS FAULT TYPE. 
** ERROR - ITH C DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTION = 'ITH' ~~ILE ONLY C FUNCTIONS 1 &~D 2 MAY BE IE 
COMPUTED WITH FUNCTION FCDBL. 
** ERROR - ITH F DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTION = 'ITH' tvHILE ONLY F FUNCTIONS 1 AND 2 MAY BE IE 
COMPUTED tHTH FUNCTION FFDBL. 
NOTE: UE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
COVRGE ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - ITH B DOUBLE-FAULT FUNCTION = 'ITH' WHILE ONLY B FUNCTIONS 1 AND 2 MAY BE IE 
COMPUTED WITH FUNCTION FBDBL. 
** ERROR - THRASHING OCCURRED IN SUBROUTINE SUMARS. RERUN PROGRAM WITH A DIFFERENT UE 
'DBLDF' VALUE. 
** ERROR - THRASHING OCCURRED IN SUBROUTINE VOLTERA. RERUN PROGRAM WITH A DIFFERENT UE 
'DBLDF' VALUE. 
** ERROR - THRASHING OCCURRED IN SUBROUTINE VLTNREC. RERUN PROGRAM WITH A DIFFERENT UE 
'DBLDF' VALUE. 
** ERROR - INDEX PASSED TO FUNCTION FTCHSTP = 'INDX' IS LARGER THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER IE 
OF POINTS COMPUTED. 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL MCHI OF 'MCHI' WHICH SPECIFIES WHICH SINGLE OR DOUBLE-FAULT 
FUNCTION TO STORE INTO COMMON /CVRGCOM/, 
:-'1UST BE IN THE RANGE OF 1 THROUGH 6 ONLY. 
** ERROR WITH MOMNT = 'MOMNT' IN FUNCTION SIMPINT. 
O:iLY HONENTS 0,1, AND 2 ARE VALID. 
IE 
IE 
** ERROR WITH INDICES REPRESENTING INTEGRATION LIMITS IN FUNCTION SIMPINT: 'ITFROM' = IE 
'ITFROH' 'ITTO' = 'ITTO' WHERE 'INMAX' = 'INMAX'. 
** ERROR - INDEX INTO 'TMAR' = 'IT' IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE IKDEX OF 'INMAX'. IE 
NOTE: UE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
COVRGE WARNING MESSAGES (NON-FATAL) 
** WARNING - NSTPIN GREATER THAN 'NSTPMX' IN SUBROUTINE COMPFUN. ZERODF DECREASED 
TO 'ZERODF'. 
** WARNING - NUMBER OF POINTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE A FUNCTION ARRAY IS LARGER THAN 
'INMAX'. ZERODF INCREASED TO 'ZERODF'. 
** WA~~ING - NSTPIN GREATER THAN 'NSTPMX' IN SUBROUTINE SUMARS. ZERODF DECREASED 
TO 'ZERODF'. 
** WARNING - NPSTPIN GREATER THAN 'NSTPMX'. ZERODF DECREASED TO 'ZERODF'. 
** WARNING - NUMBER OF POINTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE P ARRAY IS LARGER THAN 'INMAX'. 
~ ZERODF INCREASED TO 'ZERODF'. 
w 
~ 
4.3 CARE3 ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - INCORRECT TIME BASE = 'TBASE'. IE 
** ERROR - 'KWT' = 'KWT'. 'KWT' MUST BE INPUT WHEN THE SYSTEM MINTERM FILE 'FT15F' UE 
IS MISSING. 
THE NUMBER OF STAGE FAILURES CANNOT EXCEED 'MXSTGF'. 
** ERROR - SUBRUN NUMBER EXCEEDED MAXIMUM OF 'MXSBRN'. IE 
** ERROR - EOF ENCOUNTERED ON UNIT 4 DURING BUFFER IN. IE 
** ERROR - WITH SYSTEM MINTERM FILE 'FT1SF' - IE 
'PRBMT' (MNTRMV(ISTG) , ISTG=l,NSTGRN) 
** ERROR - NUMBER OF UNIQUE FAULT PAIR FUNCTIONS = 'NBXY' FOR 'NSTGS' COUPLED STAGES, IE 
WHICH EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF 'IJMAX' FOR THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COUPLED STAGES = 
'MAXSTG' . 
** ERROR - INVALID BXYAR INDEX OF 'INBXY' EXISTS IN INDEX ARRAY IJSTGIK('IJSTG'). IE 
** ERROR - INVALID CONDITIONAL FAULT VALUE OF 'LC' EXISTS IN CONDITIONAL FAULT DE 
VECTOR LCNDVEC('I'). 
** ERROR - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF WHICH BXY FUNCTION DEFINITION RECORD IS IE 
CURRENTLY IN MEMORY - IBP£C = 'IBREC'. 
** ERROR - EOF ENCOUNTERED ON PREVIOUS BUFFER IN ON UNIT 'IUNIT' WHILE TRYING TO IE 
READ RECORD 'IT'. 
NOTE: UE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
CARE3 ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - PARITY ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING BUFFER IN ON UNIT 'IUNIT ' WHILE TRYING TO IE 
READ RECORD 'IT'. 
** ERROR - EOF ENCOUNTERED ON PREVIOUS BUFFER OUT ON UNIT 'IUNIT' WHILE TRYING TO IE 
WRITE RECORD 'ITB'. 
* * ERROR - PARITY ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING BUFFER OUT ON UNIT I IUNIT I WHILE TRYING IE 
TO WRITE RECORD 'ITB'. 
** ERROR - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF WHICH BXY FUNCTION DEFINITION RECORD IS CURRENTLY IE 
IN MEMORY - IBREC = 'IBREC ' . 
** ERROR - CURRENT BLOCK OF CRITICAL PAIR DATA I~ MEMORY, STARTING AT STAGE 'KFSTG ' 
DOES NOT MATCH THE CURRENT SUBRUN STARTING AT STAGE 'IFSTG ' . 
** ERROR IN FPMUX -'MUX ' LATENT FAULTS IN STAGE 'ISTG ' IS LARGER THAN THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF FAULTS = 'LX'. 
** ERROR - FGST CALLED WITH AN INVi\LID MCHI OF '~CHI I. 
** ERROR - INCORRECT FAILED STATE REQUESTED FOR USE IN FUNCTION FHSFST: 





** ERROR - ILLEGAL FAULT TYPE = 'ITYP' WHILE TRYING TO READ COVERAGE FUNCTIONS I~ IE 
ROUTINE FHSFST. 
** ERROR - INCORRECT FAILED STATE REQUESTED FOR USE IN FUNCTION FHDFST: IE 
MCHI = 'MCHI I. 
NOTE: UE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
CARE) ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL FAULT TYPE(S) = 'ITYP' AND/OR 'JTYP' WHILE TRYING TO READ 
COVERAGE FUNCTIONS IN ROUTINE FHDFST. 
** ERROR - INCORRECT FAILED STATE REQUESTED FOR USE IN FUNCTION FFSFST: 
MCHI = 'MCHI'. 
** ERROR - INCORRECT FAILED STATE REQUESTED FOR USE IN FUNCTION FFDFST: 
MCHI = 'MCHI'. 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL NUMBER PASSED TO N FACTORIAL FUNCTION = 'N'. 
CARE3 WARNING ~lliSSAGES (NON-FATAL) 
** WARNING - SYSTEM MINTERM FILE 'FT15F', GENERATED BY PROGRAM CAREIN, IS EMPTY. 
CARE3 WILL GENERATE P*'S WITHOUT USING THE SYSTEM FAULT-TREE DEFINITIO~, 
SINCE A 'KWT ' VALUE OF 'KWT' WAS SPECIFIED. 
** WARNING - CRITICAL FAULT PAIR FILE I BXYFL , IS EMPTY. 
THIS Ru~ ASSUMES THAT NO CRITICAL PAIRS OF FAULTS EXIST. 





4.4 UTILITY ROUTINE ERROR MESSAGES (FATAL) 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL COMBINATORIAL; NFAC = 'NFAC' KFAC = 'KFAC'. IE 
** ERROR - ILLEGAL VALUE FOR 'INOUT' IN SUBROUTINE BUFBLK. IE 
** ERROR - EOF ENCOUNTERED ON UNIT 'IUNIT' DURING BUFFER 'BTYPE'. IE 
** ERROR - PARITY ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON UNIT 'IUNIT' DURING BUFFER 'BTYPE'. IE 
NOTE: UE = USER ERROR; IE = INTERNAL ERROR. 
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The volterra lnte8ral equatlon has rece,ved much attentlon In 
the nUMerlcal analYS1S llterature. Many algo~1thms eX1st for solv1na 
the Volterra eauat10n due to the fact that IIthere 1S a st~ong 11nk 
between Volterra equat10ns and 1n1t1al value ora1nary o1fferent1al 
eauat10n proolems ••• (butl the major d1fference 1n procedure, comPared 
w1th d1fferentlal eauatlons, 11es 1n the error (and step S1ze control) 
tecnn1ques needea ••• (wh,le) no algor1thms eX1st for IIst1ffll volterra 
1 
problems." 
The purpoSe of tn1s paper 1S not to deScr10e ex,st1ng algor1thms 
for Volterra ,ntegral eqUat10ns but rather to explore one type of 
Volterra eauat10n ~h1Ch plays a s,gn1f,cant role 1n rel'ab1 11ty theory -
the renewal equat1on. The renewal equat10n 's a l,near Volterra 
eauat10n w1th convolut1on kernal, def,ned as the expected numoer of 
renewals by tpne t • In part1cular, the "st1ff" renewal equat10n 
w1ll be explored. Th1S 1S an equat10n where the funct10ns lnvolved 
conta1n vastly olfferent t1me constants. The computat10nal complex1-
t1es lnvolvea 1n def1n1ng an algor1thm to solve th1S equat10n w11 I 
be explorea; and a Solut1on w111 be proposed basea on the general1zed 
trapezo1dal formula. 
An 1nte8ral equat10n of the Volterra type 1S an equat10n Wh1Ch 
1nvolves 1ntegrals of an unknown funct10n x(t), Wh1Ch 1S a real or 
complex valueo funct10n of a s1ngle real var1able t. The follow1ng 
15 a nonl1near 1ntegral equat10n of Volterra type: 
--------------------------------------------~------------------------------
l.>elves, L. M., "Numer1cal Software for Integral Equat10ns," 
h~~L~~l_~i1~~_~~~~~_h~~~~lll~, Academ1C Press, pg. 305, [19781. 
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xC t ) = f ( t ) 
t 
t f g(t,s,x(s))ds, 
a 
where t > a. ( 1 ) 
Functlor"lS f an~ p are known, and the lower lImIt of lntearatlon 
a oenotes a flxeo real number whIle the unlC;nOwn In th,s equatIon IS 
the functIon x ( t J • ~otlce that the solutIon at any pOInt t depends 
upon the values of x ( s ) on the Interval only. 
Another forM of the Volterra equatIon IS the nonlInear Volterra 
Integral equatIon of 
x ( t ) = f ( t ) 
convolutIon tyee: 
t 
t r h(t-s,x(s))ds. 
o 
The lInear form of th,s equatIon 
t 
x ( t ) = f ( t J t f k (t, s) x (s) dS 
o 
contaIns a functIon k called the kernal of the eauatl0n. 
The equatIon, whIch 
x C t ) = f ( t ) + 




and of convolutIon type, 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
C l.l ) 
WIll be the focus of thIS paper. FunctIon f C t J IS called the forCIng 
functIon. 
Tnls lInear Volterra equatIon of convolutIon type, whIch arIses In 
a varIety of mathematIcal, engIneerIng and sCIentIfIc appl,cat,ons, 
IS commonly referreo to as the classIc renewal equatIon. The forCIng 
functIon f IS contInuous, and the kernal aCt) is of class Ll on each 
f,n, te subInterval of [0,(0). The renewal equatIon IS defIned as the 
expected number of renewals by tIme t. It can be USed, for example, 
to oeter mlne the expected number of fa, lures In a gIven tIme, Or the 
probabIlIty dIstrIbutIon of the tIme at whIch a1 I faIlureS occur. 
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Due to tne strong l,nk between Volterra equatlons and lnlt,al 
value ordlnary dlfferentlal eqUatlon prOblems, the numerlcal methods 
uSee to solve both are also stronqly l,nKeo. Therefore equdt,on l1) 
can be rewr,tten as 
x(ttt ) 
o 








f 0 g(ttt ,s,x(s))os ( 5) 
t () 
Wh'Ch lnvolves a step-by-step Solutlon. Th,s recurS1Ve relatlonshlo 
contalns lmpllCltly the lnlt,al cond,tlon x(a) = f(a). 
Several numer,cal methods algorlthms eXlst for the Solutlon of 
( 1) • The methods are often based on the Runge-Kutta Or the multl-
step (predlctor-corrector) methods. For an excel I ent comparl son of 
ex,st,nq alqor,thms see Delves In Jacobs [1978]. 
The type of volterra equatlons for wnlcn no algor,thms eXlst are 
ter~ed "st,ff" Volterra problems. "Stlff equatlons contaln tlme con-
stants wlth greatly dlfferent values. Stabll,ty requlreS that the 
step S1ze be not much greater than the smallest tlme constant present 
when conventlonal methodS are useo. The terms due to the small tlme 
constants oecay rapldly, but the step S1ze cannot be lncreased because 
1 
c f staD,I,ty." 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
Gear, C.~., "The Automatlc Integratlon of St,ff Ord,nary D,ffer-
entlal Equatlons", lD.i.Q.!:mll.lQ!!_.E.!:.QUll.l!l£-.2~, pg. 187, (1908]. 
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As a very stralghtforward example of the stlff Volterra equatlon 
of (LJ), let functlon f be of exponentlal type of the form 
-at 
f( t ) = e where a > () 
wlth the fol lowlng graphlcal representatlon: 
I 
1 __________ _ 
tlme t -----> tf 
max 
and let aCt) be a contlnuous functlon graphlcal ly represented by 






t f t , me t -----> t a 
max ""'ax 
where ta lS many magnltudes larger than tf Determ1ne an 
max max 
effectlve zero p01nt 
-3 
for each funct10n by cnOOS1ng a truncat10n value 
t ~ 10 Funct10n f 1S aef1ned over the 1ntervaJ [O,tf ) , 
r max 
and funct10n a 1S def1ned over the 1nterval [O,ta ) . In order 
max 
to 111ustrate the process1ng 1nvolved 1n solv1ng x(t), g1ven f ( t ) 
and aCt) as def1ned above, the follow1ng graphs are presented. 
1.0 
I 




t1me t -----> t 
n 
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x ( t ) 
tIme t -----> 








The follOWIng f,ve pOInts are Illustrated by the preVIous praphs: 
1) InItIally xeO) = f(O) = 1.0. 
2) a(O) = 0, therefore It IS not necessary to know the value 
of x (t ) when solVIng for xCt). 
n n 
3) For eacn sUCcessIve computatIon of xCt ), where O~t ~ tx 
n n max 
convoluted kernal a moveS farther out on the time aXIs. 
4) t x IS determIned when eIther the functIon x equals tne 
max 
speCIfIed truncatIon value t or fUnctIon x reac~es a 
r 
steady state value. 
5) t x may be magnItudes larger than eIther tf or t a 
max max max 
In order to solve th,s "stIff" Volterra equatIon WIth convolutIon 
kernal, the step sIze must be carefully chosen to ensure stab,l,ty. 
Therefore the smal lest step sIze reqUIred by the functIons Involved 
In the IntegratIon determInes the step sIze. But If th,s IS used 
throuohout the computatIon of xCt), the tIme reqUIred to compute the 
numoer of pOInts necessary to defIne functIon x, from tIme zero to 
tIme tx , would not be computatIonally feasIble-due to the extremes 
max 
of the tIme maxImums of each functIon Involved In the computat,on. 
Storage of functIon xCt) could also cause a problem due to the re-
cursIve nature of the solutIon. 
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To I I lustrate the enormous number of calculatIons reaulred to 
compute x(t) under these stIff coridltlons, let t1 = 1 mInute and 
max 
ta = 1000 hours. Let the step sIze of functIon f equal 1 second, 
max 
Yleldlna 60 computed values for f ( t ) over the Interval [O,tf ) . 
max 
If the sec one step sIze were also used for functIon a, whIch would 
not be necessary, 3,000,000 pOInts wOUld be computee for functIon a. 
Instead, let the step sIze for functIon a equal 10 hours, YIeldIng 
100 computed values for aCt) over the Interval [O,ta ) . In oreer 
max 
to preserve stabIlIty, functIon x's step sIze must InItIally equal 1 
second. If thIS step sIze were used to compute x(t) over the Inter-
val [O,tx ], the nu~~er of computed x(t) values mIght exceed 3,60U,000 
max 
values, due to the convoluted kernal. ThIS methoa IS not computatlon-
ally feaslole because each new computeo x value requIres the multl-
plIcatIon of all prevIous computed x values tImes the shIfted functIon 
a. Th,s woule result In a mlnl~Um of 3,000,000 factorIal multIplIcatIons 
plus 3,600,000 addItIons. 
One pOSSIble solutIon to the step SIze proolem woula al low for 
the step sIze of functIon x(t) to Increase as the rate of change 
of x ( t ) decreases bY Some speCIf,ed amount. Doubl,nq the step 
sIze each tIme an Increase IS warrantea would mInImIze the number of 
tIme values that must be stored WIth the computed functIon values. 
To obtaIn the approxImate solutIon to equatIon (4), uSIng the 
generalIzed trapeZOIdal formula, d,VIde the Interval [O,t] Into n 
parts to Ylele the solutIon 
x (t ) 
n 
f (t ) + 
n 
h/2 [x(O)a(t ) t 2(x(t )a(t -t ) t ••• + 
n 1 n 1 
x(t )a(t)) + x(t )a(O)), 
n-l 1 n 
where t = 0, t = h, ••• , t = nh = t. 
o 1 n 
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x(t J ~ust be el1m1nated from the r1ght hand s1de of the eqUat10n 
n 
because th1S 1S the value currently be1ng computee. Subtract the f1nal 
proouct from both s1des of the eqUat10n to Y1ela 
x(t ) - h/2 [x(t )a(On ~ f(t J + h/2 lx(OJa(t ) + 
n n n n 
2(x(t )a(t -t ) + ••• + 
Factor out x(t) to Y1eld 
n 
1 n 1 
x(t )a(t »]. 
n-1 1 
x(t )(1 - (h/2)a(O» ~ f(t J + h/2 [x(O)a(t ) + 
n n n 
2(x(t )a(t -t ) + ••• + 
F1nally a1V1de by (1 - (h/2)a(O» to Y1eld 
1 n 1 




xCt ) ~ [1/(1 - (h/2)a(O»] [f(t ) + h/2 [x(O)a(t ) + 
,., ,., n 
2(x(t )a(t -t ) + ••• + 
1 n 1 
x(t )a(t »]. 
n-1 1 
Th1S equatl0n can be wr1tten 1n a more general form as 
xCt )~ [ 11 ( 1 - (h/2)a(O»] [fCt ) + (h/Z)x(O)a(t ) + 
n n n 
n-l 
h . [ x ( t )a(t 
-t ) ] (6) 
1 = 1 n 
The follow1ng Solut10n, based on the trapezo1dal method descr1bed 
above, 1S a proposed Solutl0n to the st1ff Volterra 1ntegral equat10n 
w1th convolut10n kernal: 
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x ( t ) ~ [11 (1 - ( ( t -t )/2)a(0)] l f l t ) t ( t 12)x(O)a(t ) 
""'-' 
n n n-l n 1 n 
n-l 
L ( ( t -t )/2)x(t 
1 = 1 1 t 1 1 - 1 
aCt -t ») 
n 
(7) 
Not1ce that th1s solut10n ooes not requ1re equal step S1Zes for 
funct10ns x and a; th1S 1S mandatory due to the extremes 1n the 
t,mes for WhlCh the funct10ns eXlst. The follow1ng 1S a graph1cal 
representat10n of the t,mes 1nvolved 1n the prev10us solut10n for 
wh,ch funct,ons a and x are known: 
t t 
1 ktl n-ll 





' __ ' __ ' __ ' ______ ' _______ ' _______ 1 _________________ ' x 
n t t t 
1 k n 
tlme t -----> 
Funct10n x has been computed UP to tlme t and 1S currently 
t 
) . 
belng solved for tlme t In solut,on (7) 
I< 
aCt -t must be mult,-
n n n-l 
pI, ed bY x ( t ,n order to preServe stab,l,ty and l,kew,se 
n-l 
aCt -t ) must be mult1plled 
n n-2 
that a problem eXlsts because 
by x(t ) etc. 
n-2 
x(t ) 1S the last 
k 
It should be eV1dent 
computed value for 
funct,on x, where t < t < ••• < t < t < t. Funct10n x 
Ie: k_t.L___ _ n_-2 n-l n 
coulo be extrapolated but, due to the recurs,ve nature of the problem, 
thlS would ,ntroduce an lnord,nate amount of error, and lnstab,l ,ty 
woulo be ,ntroduced. 
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The fol lowlng Solutlon ellmlnates the extrapolatlon problem: 
x (t ) '"'-' [ f ( t ) t ( t 12)x(O)a(t ) + 
""""-' 
n n 1 n 
k 
L ( ( t -t )/2)x(t )a(t -t ) + 
1 = 1 1 t 1 1 -1 n 
n-1 
x ( t ) L ( ( t -t )/2) [(t -t )/(t -t ) ] a ( t -t ) J 
k 1 = k t 1 1 + 1 1 - 1 n n k n 
----------------------------------------------------
n-l 
1 - L «t -t )12)[t -t )/t -t »)a(t -t ) -
, = k + 1 1+1 1-1 k n k n 
«t -t )/2)a(0) (8) 
n n-l 
Solutlon (8) lS an expanded version of (7); the lntegratlon haS been 
SpIlt lnto two sectlons: 
1) The lntegratl0n Over the lnterval [O,t ), where functlon x 
k 
has been Drevlously computed and can be lnterpolated lf necesSary; 
2) the lnte8ratlon over the lnterval it ,t ], where functlon x 
k n 
1S unknown, except for pOlnt x(t ). 
k 
ThlS Solutlon uses 11near lnterpolatlon between the last Known value 
x(t) and unknown value x(t ) USlng the welghts [(t - t )/(t -t)] and 
k n n 1 n k 
[(t -t )/(t -t »). Then x(t ) 1S ellmlnated from the nght hand s1de of 
1 Ie: n k n 
the eQUatlon In the exact Same manner as descrlbea above for generatlng 
solution (bJ. 
ThlS Solutlon mlnlmlzes the problems that make the stlff Volterra 
equatlon lnfeaslble to compute. It al lows for the step S1ze of functlon 
x to be lnQlally as small as necessary to ensure stabll1ty, and then 
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enables the step slze to lncrease as the functlon changes less aramatl-
cally. Each succeSSlve computed x ( t ) value uses all of the pOlnts of 
functlonS a and f, anu POSSlbly other lnterpolated pOlnts of these 
functlons, no ~atter how smal I the step SlZes happen to be In relatlon 
to the current step SlZe of functlon x. ThlS method ellmlnates unnec-
eSsa rv x ( t ) co~putat,ons but lncorporates all necessary pOlnts of 
functlonS a and f In each x( t) calculatlon. 
~o g~neral purpose algorlthms eXlst for solvlng the stlff Volterra 
lnteeral eouatlon wlth convoluted kernal due partly to the problems of 
oetermlnlng the correct step Slze to ensure stabl 1 lty. Also, the con-
voluted kernal reqUlreS that for each succeSSlve x ( t ) calculatl0n 
all preVl0US x values must be multlplled by the kernal functlon 
ShlftE>O, so that, In general, aCt -t 1 S mu 1 t 1 pIled by x ( t ) , 
n n-m n-m 
where t < t 
n-m n 
The Solutl0n based on the trapezoldal method, WhlCh allows for 
adapt,ve step s,zes, ellmlnates theSe oroblems ana works weI I In 
SOlVlntJ the renewal equatl0n wlth contlnuous, "well oehaved" functl0ns 
t hat are piece-wise 1 inear. 
Speclal thanks must be extended to Dr. J.J. Stlffler for hlS help 
wlth the flnal trapeZoldal Solutlon. 
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